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converting their panels to charge batteries at night, and then realise that the state of batteries is
bad. Home batteries are never charged (of course), and are in competition with your home

appliances and the AC/Heating system. Solar panel controllers are great, but at night, they are on
their own. While you can’t do anything about the sunlight during the day, at night, the only light your

solar panels generate is a small amount of power (enough to keep the panel itself running). In this
article we’re going to talk about one way to top up your batteries at night, but what exactly happens
when the batteries get depleted and what can we do to help? Battery Health – what do we measure?
First off, let’s talk about how we know the batteries are not working. The easiest place to check this

is in the dashboard of the panel controller you have installed. For most people this will show an
‘error’ message in the panel. This is correct, the panel is telling
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